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import random
import time
import requests

class Speaker(object):

def __init__(self):
born = "Avilés - Asturias"
studies = "Applied Maths and Computability"
jobdescription = "Performance Radiant"
company = "Schwarz IT"
project = "Omnichannel"
talks = [Gids, DevopsDays, DevopsCon, WebPerfDays, Velocity]

def talk(self):
start_timer = time.time()
r = requests.get('http://www.slideshare.net/almudenavivanco')
r.raw.read()
latency = time.time()  - start_timer
self.custom_timers[‘devopsCon Berlin'] = latency

if __name__ == '__main__':
speech = Speaker()
speech.talk()
print trans.custom_timers
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(@MrsDaehin)





“Traditional QA is not enough anymore”

Chaos testing, or chaos engineering, is the highly disciplined approach to testing a system's integrity by 
proactively simulating and identifying failures in a given environment before they lead to unplanned downtime 
or a negative user experience.

Chaos Engineering is the discipline of experimenting on a system in order to build 
confidence in the system’s capability to withstand turbulent conditions in production.

https://www.gremlin.com/chaos-engineering/ https://principlesofchaos.org/

https://www.gremlin.com/chaos-engineering/


In the beginning there was just a monolith …

SUDOER POWER



Moving to microservices



Complexity in Microservices Architectures

Fallback Settings when 
service Unavailable

Avalanche! 

outages from 3rd party

SPOF



Major Outages https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet_outage

Year Name Country Duration Cause

1997 DNS Outage Worldwide 4 hours Automation and Human 
Failure

2008 and 2011 Submarine Cable Europe → Middle 
East//Middle East → Asia

a shark? :D

2016 DDoS attack Dyn Worldwide 1 day cyberattack

2019 Verizon BGP Optimizer Worldwide 3 hours misconfiguration

2021 Facebook Outage Worldwide 7 hours BGP withdrawal of IP 
address( facebook ) server 
overwhelming other sites



Monitoring

At 9:37AM PST, an authorized S3 team member 
using an established playbook executed a 
command which was intended to remove a small 
number of servers for one of the S3 subsystems 
that is used by the S3 billing process. Unfortunately, 
one of the inputs to the command was entered 
incorrectly and a larger set of servers was removed 
than intended

Their Monitoring System was in the same 
Region afffected so everything was 
FINE!!!! 

https://aws.amazon.com/es/message/41
926/



High Availability 

Complexity adds uncertainty

Failure mode and effects 
analysis



Chaos Engineering

https://www.oreilly.com/library/view/chaos-engineering/9781491988459/



Difference between Performance and Chaos 
Engineering

Extend your Load Testing

Test Resiliency

Find faults before they hit

Introduce Chaos events in a 
controlled non productive system

Monitor in real time during the tests

Use collected measurements during 
the load tests

Measure the impact



Getting Started with Chaos Testing

In late 2010, Netflix introduced Chaos Monkey to the world. The streaming service started moving to the cloud a couple of years 
earlier. Vertically scaling in the datacenter had led to many single points of failure, some of which caused massive interruptions in DVD 
delivery. The cloud promised an opportunity to scale horizontally and move much of the undifferentiated heavy lifting of running
infrastructure to a reliable third party.



Chaos Testing: Theory, Principles and Benefits



Build a Hypothesis around Steady State Behaviour



● Low chaos: Easily recoverable 

failures

● Medium chaos: Easily recoverable 

failures that may cause some 

availability issues

● High chaos: Crisis-level failures that 

cause substantial service 

unavailability

● Extreme chaos: Catastrophic 

failures that may result in data loss



Vary Real World 
Events

Hardware Failure

Software Failures 

Non-Failure Events

MisConfiguration

…..

Human Error!!!!



Run Experiments in PRODUCTION!



Automate or die!

“The intractable complexity of modern 
systems means that we cannot know a priori 
which changes to the production 
environment will alter the results of a chaos 
experiment. Since we can’t know which 
changes can impact our experiments, we 
have to assume they all do. Through shared 
state, caching, dynamic configuration 
management, continuous delivery, 
autoscaling, and time-aware code, 
production is in a perpetual state of change. 
As a result, the confidence in a result decays 
with time.”

https://www.conf42.com/Chaos_Engineering_2021_Ana_Mar
garita_Medina_fire_chaos



Benefits of Chaos Engineering

● Prepare for the unexpected: Chaos engineering allows you to test 

your system against possible failures there by allowing you to use the 

information from the experiment to strengthen your system against such 

failures.

● Uncover the Unknowns: Chaos engineering helps you to 

understand the system behaviour during the event of failure and helps to 

uncover the path to recovery of sub-systems

● Reduced System Downtime: You can swiftly figure out common and 

repetitive downtimes by injecting failures / faults into your system. This helps 

in strengthening the system against known failures.

● Improved Customer Satisfaction: Chaos engineering prevents 

service disruption by early identification of outages, which in turn improves 

the user experience.



Best Practices

Smaller blast radius: Begin with small experiments to know 
the unknowns and learn about them. Scale out the 
experiments, only when we gain confidence. Start with a single 
compute engine or a container or a microservice to reduce the 
potential side effects.

Test tool selection: Perform a study of the test tools available. 
Compare the features available and the time and effort required 
to build your own tools. We recommend not to pick tools that 
perform random experiments as it would become difficult to 
measure the outcome. Use the test tools that perform 
thoughtful, planned, controlled, safe and secure experiments.

Exercise first in Lower environment: get confidence in the 
tests, start with staging or development environment. Once the 
tests in these environments are completely successful, move 
up to production.

Roll Back & Abort planning: ensure effective planning is 
exercised to abort any experiment immediately and revert the 
system or service back to its normal state. If experiment by any 
chance causes a severe outage, track it carefully and do an 
analysis to avoid it happening again. If these plans are void or 
cannot be run, exercise effective root cause analysis to learn 
further on the outage.



Path to achieve maturity of Chaos Testing



Tools: Chaos Monkey

It was one of the first open-source Chaos 
Engineering tools and arguably kickstarted the 
adoption of Chaos Engineering outside of 
large companies. From it, Netflix built out an 
entire suite of failure injection tools called the 
Simian Army, although many of these tools 
have since been retired or rolled into other 
tools like Swabbie.

https://github.com/Netflix/SimianArmy
https://github.com/spinnaker/swabbie


Tools: Litmus

Like Chaos Mesh, Litmus is a Kubernetes-native tool that 

is also a CNCF sandbox project. It was originally created 

for testing OpenEBS, an open-source storage solution for 

Kubernetes. Litmus includes a health checking feature 

called Litmus Probes, which lets you monitor the health 

of your application before, during, and after an 

experiment.

Getting started with Litmus is much harder than with 

most other tools. By default, Litmus requires you to 

create service accounts and annotations for each 

application and namespace that you want to experiment 

with.

https://litmuschaos.io/


Tools: Gremlin

Offered as a SaaS (Software-as-a-Service) technology, 

Gremlin is able to test system resiliency using one of three 

attack modes. Users provide system inputs as a means of 

determining which type of attack will provide the most 

optimal results. Tests can be performed in conjunction 

with one another as a means of facilitating comprehensive 

infrastructural assessments.

It has the ability to test entire systems under a variety of 

parameters and conditions. Gremlin can also be 

automated within CI/CD and integrated with Kubernetes 

clusters and public clouds.



Chaos Toolkit

Chaos As Code

Declare and store your Chaos Engineering experiments as 

JSON/YAML files so you can collabore and orchestrate them 

as any other piece of code.

https://chaostoolkit.org/drivers/azure/



Kubernetes Basics

Kubernetes is not a traditional, all-inclusive 
PaaS (Platform as a Service) system. Since 
Kubernetes operates at the container level 
rather than at the hardware level, it provides 
some generally applicable features common 
to PaaS offerings, such as deployment, 
scaling, load balancing, and lets users 
integrate their logging, monitoring, and 
alerting solutions. However, Kubernetes is 
not monolithic, and these default solutions 
are optional and pluggable. Kubernetes 
provides the building blocks for building 
developer platforms, but preserves user 
choice and flexibility where it is important.

https://kubernetes.io/docs/concepts/overview/what-is-kubernetes/



Pods and Controllers

You can use workload resources to create and manage 
multiple Pods for you. A controller for the resource handles 
replication and rollout and automatic healing in case of Pod 
failure. For example, if a Node fails, a controller notices that 
Pods on that Node have stopped working and creates a 
replacement Pod. The scheduler places the replacement Pod 
onto a healthy Node.

Here are some examples of workload resources that 
manage one or more Pods:

● Deployment
● StatefulSet
● DaemonSet

https://kubernetes.io/docs/concepts/workloads/controllers/deployment/
https://kubernetes.io/docs/concepts/workloads/controllers/statefulset/
https://kubernetes.io/docs/concepts/workloads/controllers/daemonset


Resource Management for Pods and Containers

Requests and Limits

If the node where a Pod is running has enough of a resource available, it's possible (and allowed) for a container 
to use more resource than its request for that resource specifies. However, a container is not allowed to use more 
than its resource limit.



Tools: Chaos Mesh

https://chaos-mesh.org/interactive-tutorial/



Azure Chaos Studio ( Preview )

Set up Chaos Mesh on your AKS cluster



Verifying Installation



setting up Chaos Dashboard

osboxes@osboxes:~$ kubectl get svc -n chaos-testing

NAME                            TYPE        CLUSTER-IP      EXTERNAL-IP   PORT(S)                                 
AGE

chaos-daemon                    ClusterIP   None            <none>        
31767/TCP,31766/TCP                     3m14s

chaos-dashboard                 NodePort    10.106.93.11    <none>        
2333:30258/TCP,2334:31054/TCP           3m14s

chaos-mesh-controller-manager   ClusterIP   10.97.134.145   <none>        
443/TCP,10081/TCP,10082/TCP,10080/TCP   3m14s



Dashboard Setup

We need to create a token to access 
our dashboard



Get Meshy!!!



Chaos Mesh: Control Plane

● chaos-controller-manager: This schedules and manage the lifecycle of chaos experiments.

● chaos-daemon: These Pods control the chaos mesh.

● chaos-dashboard: An optional web interface providing you an alternate means to administer the engine and 

experiments. Its use is for convenience and any production use of the engine should be 

through the YAML resources for the Chaos Mesh CRDs.



Chaos Mesh Experiments Types



Enable Chaos Studio on your AKS Cluster



Create an 
experiment

Experiment Designer allows you to 
build your experiment by adding steps, 
branches and faults. 



Chaos Mesh 
Experiment Design

→ remove all but the needed data

→ Convert it to JSON!   
https://www.convertjson.com/yaml-
to-json.htm



Give Experiment Permission to your AKS cluster






